ABSTRACT GRAMS(Gopher-style Real-time ATM Multimedia Services) is a multimedia system designed for an ATM Local Area Network with the server providing multimedia services to multiple users in real-time. The major goal of this system is to serve heterogeneous media requests so that every client served has satisfactory service while the network bandwidth and the host capacity are fully
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tion, better understanding of the impacts of dierent system components on the service quality, and other possible service types(e.g. live video service). On the system structure, we are planning to add a client presentation manager on the client side which is like an X-window display server and whose responsibilities would include: communicating with media server, dispatching packets and storage management. To signicantly improve system performance, new disk technology has to be used in the future. Finally, the system illustrated in gure 2 will be built based on our GRAMS system.
lying transport mechanisms limit the GRAMS server throughput compared to the third case(ATM AAL4). In an ATM LAN environment, the network is no longer a bottleneck to GRAMS system.
Admission region and server bottleneck
Using the QoS control methods stated earlier, The service capacity and the admission region of the GRAMS system were tested. The admission region is the achieved connection states with tolerable QoS. The clients generate video requests and image requests both at xed arrival rates(each video service has transmission rate of 2 Mb/s and each image has a size of 600 KB). By adjusting these two arrival rates, we can get the server saturation throughputs under dierent oered tracs.
The result is presented in gure 10. It shows the admission region of the server(The area below the curve). This region was obtained by testing dierent rate combinations of the video trac and the image trac and nding out the actual throughputs of both the video services and the image services. The (threshold, ) pair is (2, 0.98) for video requests and (1, 10) for image requests. The total starvation rate is controlled under 2% for video requests and under 10% for image requests.
In order to identify the system bottlenecks, we tested the system throughputs under dierent server congurations. In these tests, only video requests were generated each with a rate of 4 Mb/s. The rst conguration is the normal GRAMS server. Then we disconnected the server from the disk, i.e. the server simply assumes that the caches are always lled up and sends \dummy" packets for each connection. The results are shown in gure 11.
We observe that the modied server gives a higher performance but the system throughput is still below 50 Mb/s. To determine which factor restricts the system performance, on the server side, we measured the time spent on each round and found out that when the number of connections exceeds a certain value(e.g. 6 to 7 connections), the actual time spent on each round would become greater than 32 ms. We then further disconnected the server from the network and let it simply service through the connection table without sending any packet, the time that it spent on each round reduced noticeably for the same number of requests(to about 1 ms). From the gure, no saturation can be observed for this server conguration. We concluded that the server capacity is limited by the disk reading and the stream ATM interface(thus further determined by CPU capacity). Other factors like \clock drifting" in the non-realtime operating system SunOS 4.1.3 also aects the system performance. Work is being done to improve the system throughput, these include: Porting GRAMS to the real-time operating system SunOS 5.3, changing disk reading to asynchronous mode to save context switching time and programming the ATM interface at the driver level. All these changes are expected to further enhance the server throughput.
Future work
The basic implementation of these algorithms and the GRAMS server has been completed. A GRAMS client interface for video services has also been constructed and fully tested with the server. Both the server and the client software are available on-line at ftp://ece.rutgers.edu/pub/GRAMS. As discussed in the previous sections, starvation counters can be used as important parameters for admission control and rate adjustment. Thresholds are set to monitor the impact of starvation on the system performance. In equation 4, we also introduced the factor to modify the starvation counters more accurately. Choosing the right thresholds and alpha values are therefore crucial to the eectiveness of the whole QoS control scheme.
To determine the threshold and values for real-time requests, we tested several combinations of these values in our ATM LAN environment. One SPARC 10 workstation was chosen as a server machine and the other three machines were used to generate video requests at a xed arrival rate. Each video request has a rate of 2 Mb/s. The oered trac to the server can be adjusted by changing the arrival rate. Part of the results are shown in Figure 6 through Figure 9 .
From these gures, server throughput increases with the increase of threshold value or the decrease of the value. On the other hand, server starvation rate changes in the opposite direction.
For example, although the server throughput can reach as high as 28 Mb/s using a combination of threshold = 5 and = 0:98, the starvation rate will be close to 4.5 percent. A compromise has to be made between the two goals of the system: High server throughput and satisfactory individual qualify of services. In the following tests, the threshold and the value are assigned 2 and 0.98 respectively.
Server throughput
In a distributed multimedia system, the underlying network throughput aects the system performance noticeably. For instance, it is infeasible to support 1 Mb/s video service through the Internet. On the other hand, ATM network can accommodate a heavier load not only because of its high throughput but because of its ability to statistically multiplex transmissions through eective VC management. The advantage of ATM network can be shown in the following test. In this test, the network throughputs and GRAMS system throughputs are measured for three dierent transport interfaces: TCP over local ethernet, TCP/IP over ATM, and ATM AAL4 using FORE API & SPANS. The results are summarized in table 2.
It can be observed that ATM technology improves both the network throughput and server throughput substantially. In the rst two cases(TCP over ethernet and TCP over ATM), the under-where R link is the usable ATM API capacity within the network, bandwidth is reserved during connection setups or rate changes [2] .
From these, our admission control procedure works as follows:
First, the starvation counters are examined to determine if admissions can be allowed. Subsequently, the inequalities (14), (15) and (16) are checked. This checking is dierent for real-time request and quick-response request:
Continuous real-time request Since there is a specic rate associated with each request in this category(we use the average rate for a VBR video request), the inequalities can be applied to such a request directly:
Calculate B new using formula (3) if conditions (14), (15) and (16) are true Accept connection else Reject connection Quick-response request Since the rate for such a request is adjustable, the admission procedure is more exible. The server tries to nd out for the new request the maximum rate that is acceptable by the current system. It starts from the ideal rate(corresponding to the ideal latency ) and increases the rate step by step until it reaches a rate which satises the the set of constraints described above. In this case, the request will be accepted with this rate. If the server can not nd a proper rate until it reaches the minimum rate(corresponding to the maximum latency), the new request will be rejected: In order to evaluate the performance and identify the bottleneck of GRAMS system, we did several tests in an ATM LAN environment in which two SPARC 10 and two SPARC II workstations Starvation counters As we mentioned earlier, these counters reect to a certain extent the performance of not only the disk but also the network and server host machine. Therefore they can be used to reject new requests if system performance indicated by the starvation counters becomes unacceptable.
Disk load Assuming for each request i in the current connection table, B i is one half of the size of its associated cache, R i is the transmission rate assigned to the request. Let B new and R new be the corresponding parameters for a new request. For each entry in the connection table, the consuming period T i can be dened as:
T i = B i =R i (11) and for the new request:
T new = B new =R new (12) This consuming period corresponds to the time the server normally takes to transmit half of the cache for the request.
Further, let T disk be the average disk seek time while R disk is the disk data reading rate.
Considering the time spent in disk seeking and disk reading over a very long time T, the following inequality must be satised for a new request to be accepted:
where N is the number of current requests in the connection table. Dividing by T, we have the following constraint concerning disk reading:
Memory limit The allocation of caches is restricted by the total amount of memory available on the server host machine. The following condition needs to be met:
where B total is the total memory size that can be assigned for the purpose of caching.
Link capacity Due to the relatively low disk speed, transmission link capacity is less restrictive. The transmission capacity constraint is given by:
and degrade every image service to the maximum latency when a certain threshold is reached.
Upgrading the image list is also triggered by thresholds. These thresholds should be a bit lower than the degrading thresholds so that thrashing between states of degradation and upgrading does not occur. Assuming the corresponding real-time threshold, image threshold and the combination threshold are T h 3 real , T h 3 image and T h 3 combination respectively, the \upgrading condition" is satised i all of the following threshold conditions are satised(compare with the degrading condition which only requires that one of the threshold conditions is satised): 8i; 1 i N real ; C i real < T h i3 real (8) C image < T h 3 image (9) C real 3 W real + C image 3 W image < T h 3 combination (10) The procedure involved in upgrading is similar to that in degrading, but instead of lowering the transmission rate, we raise the rate if it has not reached the level which corresponds to the ideal latency.
VBR video QoS adjustment
As pointed out earlier, starvation counters for VBR video connections may not reect precisely the service qualities observed by the client. In order to represent the jitter of a VBR video session in a more accurate way, we directly calculate the underow and overow jitter rates of the received stream by measuring the lost frame numbers due to buer underow or overow. These numbers are then converted to the jitter rates according to the playback rate.
When the underow jitter rate or the overow jitter rate exceeds a certain threshold, service quality adjustment becomes necessary. Unlike the image rate adjustment which aims at improving the overall service quality provided by the server, QoS adjustment for VBR video focuses on mitigating the jitter of individual services. To achieve this, the client should notify the server about the jitter condition(underow or overow) and the actual average playback rate. QoS adjustment decisions are then made by the server based on the client information and the values of the starvation counters. The server may choose to lower the video frame rate under two conditions. The rst condition results from server overload, which is indicated by excessive underow jitter at the client and excessive server starvation. The second condition results from client overload, which is indicated by excessive overow jitter at the client and a mismatch between the playback rate with the original video data rate [3] . In case the server is informed of VBR service jitter conditions while no server congestion or client playback inadequacy can be observed, the server may decide to adjust the transmission rates h and l .
Admission control
Due to the overall system complexity and unpredictability, we rely on the service adjustment mechanism to relieve possible overload in addition to admission control. Since data retrieval requests can be accepted with almost no admission control and will be serviced whenever server capacity is available, the following discussion on admission control deals mainly with the other two types of media. Four classes of information can be used in admission control.
Where C j and N j are the starvation counter and the number of extra packets transmitted for this connection in round j respectively. For image, = 1, for CBR video, 0 < < 1, for VBR video, we set = 1. The end user can specify an acceptable threshold of jitter, according to either the denition of jitter rate in gure 5 or equation 4. In this paper, we are concerned primarily with starvation counters at the server for the purpose of server resource management. As indicated, QoS perceived by the end-user could be dierent from the QoS perceived by the server. In a companion paper [3] , we describe a client interface which allows user QoS control and specication using client feedback signal to the server. Nevertheless, the same denition for jitter rate and latency applies. The measured jitter rates at the client and the server are used to adjust rates, control admissions, rearrange priorities and resize buers. Some of these mechanisms are described in this section.
As the major QoS parameters in GRAMS system, starvation counters can be used by the server to adjust service scheduling, i.e. the server changes the cache sizes or packet sizes of requests in the data list and image list if one of the starvation counters exceeds its predened threshold(T h real for the real-time threshold and T h image for the image threshold) or the combination of the two starvation counters satises a certain condition. We say that the \degrading condition" is satised.
We associate a weight with each starvation counter(W real and W image respectively) and choose a combination threshold T h combination to determine the combined eect of the two kinds of starvation counters. The \degrading condition" is satised if any one of the following inequalities is true: 9i; 1 i N real ; C i real > T h i real (5) C image > T h image (6) C real 3 W real + C image 3 W image > T h combination (7) In the above inequalities, C real and C image are values of the real-time starvation counter and image starvation counter respectively, C i real 's are the starvation counters for the individual real-time requests, and N real is the number of requests in the real-time list.
When degradation is necessary, the server rst \shuts o" service for the data list, i.e. no further packet transmission and cache reading are performed for any entry in the data list. Since service for the data list is based on the "whenever-server-capacity-available" policy, starvation of the real-time list and the image list would have shut o the service of the data list anyway.
Due to the two deadline feature of each request in the image list, degradation in this list is not only possible but helpful. We may have several levels of degradations by having several thresholds or degrading conditions. If a certain level of threshold is reached , we degrade the service quality of each image entry to a certain degree. To reduce the complexity, we use only one level of degradation Together with buer occupancy signals, starvation counters can be used to measure and adjust the quality of VBR video services as explained later. For image transmission, the delayed packet may be transmitted in a later round. This incurs a delay and the cumulative number of starved rounds can be used to compute the total additional delay for transmitting the whole image. We discuss this service strategy more specically for each type of request in the following:
CBR video Whenever a starvation occurs for a request in this list, the playback quality would suer. The starvation counters associated with this list are updated as follows: In each new round, the old starvation counter for each CBR request are multiplied by a constant (0 < < 1). If in this round, a starvation occurs to a request in this list, the individual starvation counter of that request as well as the total starvation counter of the real-time list will be increased by 1. When the server nishes service for a request in the real-time list, the starvation counter for the request is subtracted from the total starvation counter.
Image Although time constraint is imposed on the overall transmission time, there is no constraint on the number of transmission in each round. Starvation within a round can be relieved by compensations for the previous starvations in the later rounds, i.e. transmit more than one packets if possible. The individual starvation counter of a request in this list is increased by 1 every time a starvation for this request occurs. If there is time left after servicing the image list, the server goes through the image list again and transmits an extra packet for each request with a non-zero starvation counter. This process can be repeated several times until all the starvations have been relieved or the round time is over(this must be checked after each transmission). The individual starvation counter of the request is decreased by 1 every time the server transmits an extra packet except when the counter is already 0.
VBR video With a large buer on the client side, VBR video has a looser requirement than CBR video on the server transmission, i.e . starvation in one round may not necessarily mean playback quality degradation. Therefore the starvation counter for a VBR video should change in a way more like an image starvation counter than a CBR video starvation counter. The server changes the starvation counter of a VBR connection in the same way as that for an image connection except that it clears the starvation counter of that connection when it receives a low rate request from the corresponding client(the client buer reaches its upper bound). The total starvation counter for the real-time list will be changed accordingly. Compensation transmissions for VBR video are made before the image list compensation.
Data Due to its low priority and service requirement, the data list does not keep a starvation counter , and consequently, no compensation of service due to starvation is necessary.
To summarize, the starvation counter for a real-time connection or an image connection is updated using a running sum average with weight . The factor 1=(10) represents the \duration" of the running sum window in rounds. Transmission starvation This type of starvation occurs when in one round the server fails to send a packet for a connection before the round is over due to limited transmission capacity or processor capacity. Transmission starvation has the same eect on the individual request as cache starvation.
Since the occurrences of starvation reect the three major factors aecting the server performance(namely the server host CPU load, the disk load and the network load), starvation counters can be used as an indicator of system performance. On the other hand, the service quality of each individual request is closely related to the frequency of starvation suered by the request. Based on these considerations, we keep in the connection table dierent counters to record starvation that happened to dierent requests. These starvation counters are then used by the server as the major QoS parameters in service scheduling.
There are two types of starvation counters: individual starvation counter and total starvation counter. An individual starvation counter is kept for each request in the real-time list and the image list. Two total starvation counters are kept for these two lists respectively and they reect the total eects of the individual counters in each list. All counters are initialized to 0. Cache starvation and transmission starvation are uniformly recorded by the same set of starvation counters.
Due to the dierent service requirements of the three types of media in GRAMS, starvation counters are applied to each list in a dierent way in service scheduling. For CBR video services, the tight delay constraint implies that any delayed packet may cause underow jitter on the client side and thus can be considered as lost. Therefore the fraction of packets which missed transmission in its round measures the QoS of the video session. A running average of starvation is computed. For VBR video sessions, service qualities are no longer directly related to starvation counters as in the case of CBR video. Starvation can be relieved later on as long as client buers do not underow. congestion of the local resources. The three most important buers in the end-to-end connections are:
1. The transmit buer or cache at the server. Jitter of the transmitted stream reects an overload for network resources such as transmission and buering. Failure to transmit in a round is termed starvation in this paper, which is an underow condition to be explained in greater details later in the paper.
2. The network buers at various nodes. Jitter of the received stream reects congestion(bandwidth, buers) within the network. We shall ignore such congestion in this paper by assuming proper bandwidth reservation[2] [3] . If the underlying network is inherently bandwidth limited, the client should detect such limitations and reduce the bandwidth requirement by media scaling [3] [12].
3. The receive buer at the client. Jitter of the displayed stream reects a mismatch over an extended period between the received rate and the data consumption rate of the display, resulting in an overow or underow condition [3] .
In the following discussion, we shall focus primarily on jitter of the transmitted stream resulting from starvation events at the server. For CBR video with little buering at the client, this determines the end-to-end QoS assuming network congestion is properly dealt with. For VBR video, jitter of the transmitted stream is smoothed by the receive buer. Nevertheless, starvation counter remains a good measure of server congestion. As shown in gure 5, jitter rate measurement is dened over a measurement period T. More conveniently, the jitter rate is measured by a running sum average as explained in the next section. a round.
Immediately after connection setup, the high rate h will be used for the VBR connection so that the client can start playing the video immediately.
Since CBR video has a tighter synchronization requirement than VBR video, CBR video should be served with a higher priority than VBR video.
Image list This list contains media requests with quick-response requirements. We must guarantee that the overall transmission time for such a request should be within a certain limit so that the total time for transmitting and displaying the image on the client side is tolerable. Taking into consideration both the system resource limitation and user tolerance of the response time, we can control the range of transmission time to be comparable to the image displaying latency. The lower bound of the range is called the ideal latency(corresponding to a soft deadline, denoted by T ideal ) and the upper bound of the range is called maximum latency(corresponding to a hard deadline, denoted by T max ). A response time that is greater than the maximum latency is \intolerable" while a response time that is lower than the ideal latency is unnecessary. Currently we use 0.5 second as the ideal latency and 1.5 seconds as the maximum latency. Since the service rate of such requests is determined dynamically during connection setup and is subject to rate adjustment as described later, we have the following inequality for the packet size S packet of this type of request with a size S image ,:
(S image =T max ) 3 T round S packet (S image =T ideal ) 3 T round (2) Data list Since requests in this list do not have any strict time constraints, they can be serviced whenever server capacity is available. The server schedules this list only when all the other duties in a round have been nished. More than one packet may be served per round for these services. There is no need for careful choice of cache size and packet size for such a request. In our implementation, we choose a xed packet size of 4 KB and a cache size of 128 KB for every request in this category.
QoS issues in GRAMS
We believe that delay is a signicant measure of the Quality of Service for multimedia. Here, we distinguish between two kinds of delay, latency versus jitter. Latency, dened for video, audio, and image transport, is the delay between signal generation (or retrieval) and signal display. Jitter, dened for continuous media streams such as audio and video, results from the disruption of the media as a consequence of underow or overow conditions ( Figure 5 ). The underow jitter rate is dened as the fraction of time the received stream is paused due to underowing. The overow jitter rate is dened as the fraction of time the received stream is lost due to overowing. The sum of these two rates is termed the jitter rate. In GRAMS, latency and jitter can be measured by starvation occurrences and buer occupancy variations.
Jitter can be dened end-to-end versus per buer. The end-to-end jitter and latency determines largely the end-to-end QoS perceived by the receiving end. Jitter across a single buer reects CBR video Every request in this category corresponds to a CBR media request with stringent time constraint, i.e. every packet must meet its deadline for smooth client playback. A typical example of this type of request is a live video-audio session in which little buering is employed. Corresponding to the xed frame size, the service rate of this type of request is controlled by the size of the packet transmitted in each round. The following simple formula is used to determine the packet size S packet for a request with constant bit rate R real (assuming the time for one round is T round ):
S packet = R real 3 T round (1) VBR video Due to unpredictable rate changes, xed packet size is no longer meaningful for this type of request. To smooth out rate uctuations and guarantee the playback quality, client side buering and a simple feedback mechanism are used. We present here the basic idea of this scheme. A detailed description can be found in [3] .
On the client side, a buer corresponding to approximately 5-10 seconds of a video stream is allocated for each VBR video request. Three buer thresholds T h ; T m ; T l , namely the high, medium, and low thresholds are set for the buer. When the buer occupancy crosses any one of these thresholds, a new transmit rate h ; m ; l is requested if that rate is not the current transmission rate. The medium rate m is equal to the average rate of the media, which is found by dividing the size of the media le by the duration of the media display. It is used to lower the frequency of rate changes between the higher and the lower rates. The high rate should normally be higher than the peak rate, and the low rate should normally be lower the the lowest rate. These extremal rates are more dicult to obtain than the average rate, and very often they are assigned to be a certain factor of the average rate. To safeguard against errors in estimating the peak and lowest rate, overow or underow conditions may be used to adjust these rates. The packet size is given by the requested rate times the duration of Quick-response data: This includes images and other kinds of data that are displayed on-line or interactively. The basic constraint of this type of service is the delay between data request and data display. Since an image is static, faults in the image become prominent and therefore a very low packet loss rate is required.
Time-insensitive data: This includes all sorts of data just for retrieval purposes, thus they have no strict time constraints and can be scheduled whenever bandwidth is available. Typically, this type of data requires almost no packet loss. Throughput, instead of delay, is a major concern for this type of data.
In the connection table, we represent these three service types by three priority queues. They are called the "real-time list", the "image list" and the "data list" respectively. The \real-time list" has the highest priority, the \image list" the lower priority and the \data list" the lowest priority. In addition to these lists of entries, general information such as the request number of each type and current service load are also stored. Each request has an associated cache which is divided into two halves. A block of data is read ahead into one half of the cache while the server is transmitting the data in the other half( Figure 3 ). Upon complete transmission of one half of the cache, the GRAMS server initiates a cache reading for the emptied half.
Service strategies
The server activity is organized into equal-sized units called rounds. Each round corresponds to a 16 or 32 ms frame(See gure 4). In other words, the server schedules transmission for each media request every round. Inside each frame, each priority queue is assigned a corresponding window in which the server transmits packet(s) for each outstanding request in that queue according to the scheduling algorithm. The order of the windows in every frame is predened, i.e. the real-time list rst , the image list second and the data-list last. Therefore, this order of service denes the priorities of the three queues. The frame size is chosen based on the following factors:
The amount of data generated by a video connection(e.g. a 1.5 Mb/s MPEG I video would generate 3 KB of data in a 16 ms round. The block could be conveniently serviced as a packet).
Accuracy of the system periodical timer(e.g. 10ms in a UNIX workstation). Transmission eciency. The packet size should be big enough to reduce transmission processing overhead.
ATM stream interface limitation. In some current ATM API's, the maximum packet allowed by AAL4 is 4 Kbytes.
Before packet transmissions in a round, the server rst checks for client feedback signal, e.g. \pause", \stop" signal from a video or audio playback client. New connection requests are processed after the server nishes servicing the image list in each round, if there is still time left in this round. The data list will be serviced at the end of each frame if server capacity is still available. Each request has a specic packet size(and thus a specic rate) determined by the type of request and other performance parameters. In each round, the server sends a packet of a given size for each Through negotiation , connection requests are either rejected, delayed until the system becomes lightly-loaded,or serviced with lower quality.
Transmission scheduling: With the help of the connection control mechanism, the server should try to schedule the current services properly with carefully controlled transmission rates such that every service obtains the service quality as requested. Dierent scheduling strategies have to be applied to dierent types of media in order to provide satisfactory service.
Cache management: Reading from the disk is a bottleneck due to the milliseconds of disk seek time and rotation time during information retrieval. Also, the current disk reading speed is relatively slow compared to the speed of the network interface. A careful cache mechanism must be employed to guarantee service qualities. To coordinate these three service components, a global data structure for the server, namely a connection table, is maintained. For each active media service, an entry is registered in the table. To accommodate dierent service types and requirements, we distinguished all the possible media types into three categories:
Continuous real-time media: This includes video and audio which require continuous transmission and playback. It can be further divided into two categories: Audio and constant-bit-rate video in which each request has a specic playback rate(we will refer them as CBR video thereafter), and variable-bit-rate(VBR) video. Depending on the video coding format, a moderate packet loss rate can be tolerated with minor loss of video quality. In order to understand the system issues involved in constructing a wide-area multimedia system, we started by building the simpler GRAMS system. After identifying the performance bottlenecks and fully understanding the QoS issues in media transmission, service scheduling as well as client-server interactions, we can then begin to build our nal system by extending the current system or distributing the functionalities of the GRAMS server for a more complex network conguration.
This paper discusses the architecture and service strategy of the GRAMS system. It is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the GRAMS server architecture. Section 3 describes the QoS issues in GRAMS and the admission control and scheduling algorithm based on these QoS considerations. Section 4 gives the experimental performance results. Section 5 discusses possible improvements to the current system. The overall structure of the GRAMS server is shown in gure 3. It can be divided into the following three components:
Connection control: An admission control mechanism is used for handling new connections. The principle is that a new media request should not degrade other ongoing services signicantly.
c, it is still crucial that multimedia servers be constructed carefully to provide ecient and high-quality services.
Dierent multimedia servers have been built to provide various kinds of services. Among them general purpose multimedia servers like WWW(World Wide Web) and gopher[18] oer general multimedia services while paying less attention to the importance of service eciency ,quality and networking issues. Servers which focus on these issues generally can only serve homogeneous media(e.g. video server, medical image server, etc.) [7] [9]. The GRAMS server aims at eciently managing heterogeneous multimedia services including video, audio, image and text le. The major principle of this system is to provide services to as many requests as possible while guaranteeing that each ongoing service has satisfactory quality.
2. GRAMS is fully compatible with several popular Internet document retrieval protocols including gopher and http [18] . The client interface of GRAMS employs the popular media viewer Mosaic [19] , which provides integrated multimedia display as well as the World-Wide Web Navigation help [18] . In order to relieve ourselves from interface design and focus on the most important issues of the system, we decided to incorporate the widely-accepted Internet gopher software and protocol into our system and borrow its user interface as well as its client-server interaction model.
The Internet Gopher protocol was designed for distributed document search and retrieval. It follows a client-server model and has a very convenient user interface and a good model of organizing documents. Like all the other general purpose document servers, the gopher server pays little attention to service eciency and is not suitable for multimedia services with stringent performance requirements. Thus signicant changes were made to the server. Accordingly, the gopher protocol was changed to meet the requirement of the GRAMS system. A similar protocol { the GRAMS protocol was derived to facilitate client server interaction in the GRAMS system. While having a richer set of interaction mechanisms, the GRAMS protocol was designed to be compatible with both the Internet gopher and http protocols. Therefore, any internet gopher and http clients(e.g. mosaic) can access our server in the usual way.
3. GRAMS was constructed as the initial step towards and the essential part of a distributed multimedia system over larger area networks.
Our nal goal, as illustrated in gure 2, is to build a practical multimedia system with a much more complex network conguration which includes ATM LAN(as its backbone), public B-ISDN, broadband internet as well as wireless networks. All these parts will be interconnected by ATM switches and hubs. Several multimedia servers can be connected to the ATM switch and provide services cooperatively or independently. These system architectures could be applied to digital libraries and campus information backbone networks. Currently, the GRAMS system is planned to be deployed on the Rutgers University campus. The preliminary step would be the installation of GRAMS in a controlled ATM LAN environment where students The divergent performance parameters of dierent media types (Table 1) in a distributed multimedia system impose strong requirements not only on the underlying network capacity and protocol eciency but also on the capability of the server. While on the network part, ATM has been generally accepted as a solution in accommodating a wide range of multimedia traf-
